Did you know?

Fat can be your friend.

The choice is yours...
A synthetic filler made in a factory?
- or -
Nature’s perfect filler made by you ... just for you.

Choose LipiVage®.

Ask us today about LipiVage® today!

Ask us about LipiVage® today!
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Often times the natural way is the best way. That is certainly true when it comes to the best filler to use in your augmentation procedure. Whether for your face or in larger areas such as the buttocks or breast, fat is a perfect filler.

The Lipivage® procedure has made harvesting fat cells simple. Many procedures once reserved for the operating room are now possible in your physician’s office.

This means visible results are easier to obtain in less time than ever before. Made by your own body, not a factory like artificial fillers, fat is nature’s perfect filler. It looks natural – and lasts. There’s no need to worry about future complications when you’re using your body’s own cells in new areas.

Ask your physician about the advantages of Lipivage® today!

**Questions About Using Your Own Fat Cells:**

**Q** Why are your own fat cells the best choice for a filler?

**A** Because fat is a natural filler there are no potential rejection or allergic issues to worry about. And, unlike most artificial, factory-made fillers, fat is also lasting and made just for you by you.

**Q** How are your fat cells harvested and then used as a filler?

**A** A new process called Lipivage® is now available and can be done in your physician’s office. Lipivage® is a simple procedure that gently and quickly harvests fat from your tummy or thighs (or elsewhere) and prepares it in a few seconds for reinjection. Breast reconstruction or post-implant touchups are possible as well.

**Q** Where can your own fat cells be used to fill or augment?

**A** Fat is used where more volume is desired such as in deep folds, wrinkles, or body and breast contouring. Because fat is an easy-to-harvest natural filler and was created by your own body instead of manufactured at a factory, it is simply the best and most cost effective filler available.

**Q** What are the benefits of asking for the Lipivage® procedure?

**A** This innovative fat harvesting method is simple and gentle. It feels natural because it is and it lasts. Harvest fat from where you don’t want it and put it where you do!

**Take Fat From Where You Don’t Want It And Put It Where You Do!**